RESERVATIONS & PAYMENT

WHAT TO BRING

Reservations and payment must be made
at Pisac Inn.

Drinking water, bathing suit, and
something warm to wear after the
treatment.

Unucha Spa attends only on a
reservation basis. We suggest booking in
advance to secure availability, but
accept last minute reservations with a
minimum two-hour notice required, and
four hours for Jacuzzi.
Please leave gratuity at Unucha Spa.
Special requests will be attended when
possible, and may require additional
fees.
T: (011 51 84) 203062
info@pisacinn.com

Unucha Spa

Towel, robe, rubber sandals, bath
amenities and herbal tea provided.
Please arrive ten minutes before your
scheduled treatment.
Please be punctual so we can respect
reservations that follow your treatment.
If you are late the duration of your
treatment will be reduced accordingly
and your treatment may not be
complete. Unucha Spa is open-air.
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10 am – 5 pm Monday – Friday
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Unucha Spa is located five minutes from
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CANCELATION & CHANGES
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There will be a 30% charge for
cancellations or changes. No shows
100% charge.
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Outdoor Jacuzzi
Enjoy incredible views of the majestic
mountains while receiving a hydro massage
that soothes aches and pains, and treats sore
muscles and joints. Enjoy relaxation with
friends and family, and feel invigorated and
rejuvenated for a deep sense of general wellbeing.
Duration: two hour maximum
Cost: S/. 180 for 1 to 3 people,
S/. 30 per additional person
Maximum capacity: 6 people at a time
A minimum four-hour notice required

THAK COMBO - Sauna, herbal bath, and massage
Duration: 2 ½ hours maximum (sauna ½ hour,
bath one hour, massage one hour)
Cost: S/. 255 per person
Maximum capacity: two people (sauna at same
time, then one in bath while other in massage)

Master plants such as brugmansias, datura,
coca and sage combined with lime leaves,
walnut, red pepper, malva, wild roses and
others permeate the skin with their healing
properties, neutralizing emotional stress.

UNUCHA COMBO - Herbal bath, and massage
Duration: 2 hours maximum (bath one hour,
massage one hour)
Price: S/. 225 per person

Duration: one hour maximum
Cost: 90 soles per person
Maximum capacity: 2 people at a time

Duration: 60 minutes
Cost: 160 soles per
person
Maximum capacity:
one person at a time

Duration: 10 minutes
Cost: 30 soles per person
Maximum capacity: one person at a time

SPECIAL PACKAGES

Herbal Baths
The outdoor baths prepared with aromatic
and medicinal herbs are an elixir for the body,
giving a deep relaxation that reaches the
spiritual plane.

Massage
The excellence and expertise of our masseuse
will harmonize your meridians during a
shiatsu style massage
that provides deep
relaxation and a
peaceful integration
with tellurian Andean
power.

Exfoliation
This additional treatment inside the sauna uses
pre - Columbian Maras salt harvested from the
local salt mines combined with fresh rosemary.
It removes dry and dull skin leaving a softer,
smoother texture, and rids your body of
impurities. Activate your circulation,
metabolism, and memory with a profound
exfoliation and tonification.

Maximum capacity: two people (one in bath while
other in massage)

Wood heated and rock sauna
Drop water on the hot rocks at your discretion,
and deeply inhale the steam lightly scented
with eucalyptus oil. Ideal for a deep cleansing
and detoxification. Release tensions.
Reinvigorating, purifying and restorative,
emerge relaxed and revived.
Duration: 30 minutes
Cost: S/. 50 for one person, S/. 35 per person
for 2, S/. 30 per person for 3 - 5
Maximum capacity: 5 people at a time

Q'OÑICHA COMBO - Sauna with exfoliation, and
herbal bath
Duration: 1 ½ hour maximum (sauna ½ hour,
bath one hour)
Cost: S/. 155 per person
Maximum capacity: two people (sauna & herbal
bath at same time)
Packages cannot be combined with any other offer or special.

We use local plants sourced from their wild
habitat and 100% organic massage oil.
Hydrate with a complimentary detoxifying herbal
tea while you enjoy your treatment.

How to find Unucha Spa

We attend strictly on a reservation basis,
and only open when we have a reservation;
no one is at Unucha Spa to attend unless
an appointment has been made at Pisac
Inn.
 There will be a 30% charge for cancellations
or changes; no shows 100% charge. Please
understand that each treatment requires
several hours of preparation from
collecting the plants, to heating the water,
and getting the space ready.
 Gratuities are not included in the price of
treatments and are gratefully received to
acknowledge good service. The typical
range is 15-20% of the price of the
treatment(s) and may be made in cash at
Unucha Spa.


Pisac

Unucha Spa

Unucha Spa is located five minutes from
Pisac in the small town of Taray.
 It is a twenty-minute walk from Pisac, a
five-minute motor taxi drive, or a threeminute taxi drive.
 Pisac Inn can assist making transportation
arrangements; cost not included.
 It is a red door in the rock wall on the
main plaza at the motor taxi drop off;
there is no sign and no bell.
 The door will be opened ten minutes before
your scheduled appointment; Unucha Spa
only opens and attends on a reservation
basis, which means there is no one
available to attend if a reservation has not
been made.
Helpful Hints for Unucha Spa
 Please arrive 10 minutes prior to your
scheduled appointment to allow time for
check-in, and to shower before your
treatment. Please remember, we open the
door ten minutes before each appointment,
so if you arrive more than ten-minutes
early we will be attending another guest,
or preparing for your treatment.
 Late arrivals will result in a shortened spa
experience, as your treatment will
conclude at the scheduled time to respect
following reservations.

What to bring
All guests will receive a robe, towel, rubber
sandals, and shower amenities to use during
the visit, and a complimentary detox herbal
tea.
 Please bring drinking water, bathing suit
for herbal bath, sauna and jacuzzi (not
required), and something warm to wear for
after the treatment. Please do not bring
valuables.

Disclaimer
Hot water and sudden temperature changes
can be stressful to your body. If you are
pregnant or have chronic health problems,
please consult your healthcare professional
before your visit. The consumption of
alcoholic beverages may impair judgment
and/or cause loss of consciousness and is
strongly discouraged. Natural herbal water
may discolor some jewelry and stain some
fabrics.
Unucha Spa will not be held responsible for
injuries or loss of personal belongings.

